PerfectServe is the modern, secure call
management solution designed to give you
greater control over your clinical communications.
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HIPAA
compliance
PerfectServe helps you manage
your HlPAA compliance
risks across every mode of
communication—voice, mobile,
secure text, SMS, pager and
more. Quickly and easily
exchange information—including
photos—with colleagues, without
compromising PHI.
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Personal
control
Easily control how you are
contacted based on your
personal preferences. Take call
in real time or route them as
secure, failsafe messages.
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No more lost
messages
With failsafe contact, PerfectServe
monitors when you answer a call
or retreive a secure text message.
lf you haven’t responded
within a specific period of time,
PerfectServe automatically
escalates notifications to reach
you according to the protocol
you’ve defined.
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Your privacy
maintained
When you return or make calls
through PerfectServe, your
patients always see your office
number instead of your cell or
home number.

Reduced
liability
PerfectServe automatically
documents every interaction so
that the detail of past contact
events can be retrieved.
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PERFECTSERVE SERVES MORE THAN

80,000 physicians

&

25,000 practices

No more
human error
When a call comes into your
practice, PerfectServe responds to
your rules for that moment in time
and routes the call appropriately.
No need for operators to read and
interpret your instructions—human
error is virtually eliminated.

Fewer
interruptions
Routine text messages that arrive
at night can be held for delivery
the next day.

Get
reimbursed
faster
Using proven integration with
practice management, EHR
and billing applications, you can
accurately and efficiently capture
charges on your mobile device in
fewer than 5 clicks.

Effortless call
schedule
management
You and your staff can manage
call schedules on the fly with just
a few taps on the mobile app or
clicks on the web. Changes take
effect immediately.

Low
cost
PerfectServe is almost always
cheaper or cost-neutral when
compared to live answering
services—while providing
more enhanced capabilities
and features.

Contact us to schedule
a web demo and learn
how PerfectServe can
revolutionize your clinical
communications.

Contact us at 866.844.5484
perfectserve.com/demo

